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a firm front? Gladstone sabotaged this; for he divided Britain's
front, and sanctified Russia's pretext. Thus the duel between the
veteran champions returned to the foreground, and with it quite
a new intensity inflamed their partisans. Not that the prime
minister any longer shared Elliott's tenderness towards Turkey.
At the Guildhall in November he might declare in public for
Russia's benefit that, if war were forced on England, she 'would
not terminate till right was done'. But at Constantinople he put
the strongest pressure on the Porte to concede an armistice to the
defeated Serbians. Only under threat of Elliott's withdrawal
was this obtained. There followed (12 December 1876 to 20
January 1877) a conference of the Powers in the Turkish capital,
to which Lord Salisbury was the British delegate. Travelling
via Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and Rome, he consulted those govern-
ments on his way, and in the conference itself he established very
considerable accord with Ignatiev, the Pan-Slavist Russian am-
bassador, who showed unexpected moderation. The Powers
agreed on a programme of reforms, and if Turkey had accepted
them, there would have been peace all round. But Turkey would
not. The Young Ottoman leader, Midhat Pasha, was now in
power, and had induced Abdul Hamid to grant a constitution.
Under cover of this he fought the Powcfrs with the usual weapons
of Turkish procrastination; and finally, when the Sultan him-
self favoured accepting their programme, prevailed on the Turk-
ish grand council to reject it. Two motives stiffened Midhat, He
believed that the Russian government (with reason, as the event
showed) would shrink from engaging its army; and he was not
convinced that, when Salisbury threatened leaving Turkey to her
fate, he represented the real intention of the British government.
For the latter disastrous illusion Elliott and some oi'liis subor-
dinates were in part to blame. There is no evidence that Lord
Beaconsfield was; though some passages in his letters show that
he was far from understanding or sympathizing with every step
in Salisbury's masterly negotiations.
The breakdown of the Constantinople Conference meant a
Russo-Turkish war. It did not come at once; there were more
parleys, and even another protocol from the Powers to the Porte.
But on 24 April 1877 hostilities began. Russia had bought oil
Austria-Hungary beforehand by a promise of Bosnia-Herzego-
vina. Great Britain declared neutrality, subject to her vital
interests being respected, among which she particularized the

